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ABSTRACT13

Energetic electrons of Jovian origin have been observed for decades throughout the heliosphere, as14

far as 11 astronomical units (au), and as close as 0.5 au, from the Sun. The treatment of Jupiter as15

a continuously emitting point source of energetic electrons has made Jovian electrons a valuable tool16

in the study of energetic electron transport within the heliosphere. We present observations of Jovian17

electrons measured by the EPI-Hi instrument in the Integrated Science Investigation of the Sun (IS�IS)18

instrument suite on Parker Solar Probe at distances within 0.5 au of the Sun. These are the closest19

measurements of Jovian electrons to the Sun, providing a new opportunity to study the propagation20

and transport of energetic electrons to the inner heliosphere. We also find periods of nominal connection21

between the spacecraft and Jupiter in which expected Jovian electron enhancements are absent. Several22

explanations for these absent events are explored, including stream interaction regions (SIRs) between23

Jupiter and Parker Solar Probe and the spacecraft lying on the opposite side of the heliospheric current24

sheet from Jupiter, both of which could impede the flow of the electrons. These observations provide25

an opportunity to gain a greater insight into electron transport through a previously unexplored region26

of the inner heliosphere.27

1. INTRODUCTION28

It has been recognized since the mid-1970’s that29

Jupiter’s magnetosphere is a persistent source of en-30

ergetic (MeV) electrons in the heliosphere (Simpson31

et al. 1974; Teegarden et al. 1974; Chenette et al. 1974;32

Mewaldt et al. 1976). Indeed, these studies suggest33

that Jupiter is a dominant source of energetic (∼0.2-34

25 MeV) electrons in the heliosphere aside from solar35

energetic particle (SEP) events. A number of studies36

demonstrated that Jovian electron measurements from37

Earth-orbiting energetic particle instruments exhibit a38

13-month periodicity, equal to the Jovian synodic pe-39

riod (e.g., Chenette et al. 1977). This led to the conclu-40

sion that this periodicity is due to the varying magnetic41

connection between the Earth and Jupiter along the in-42
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terplanetary Parker spiral. These enhancements were43

generally observed over 4-8 month Jovian electron “sea-44

sons” with ∼27 day modulations due to the presence of45

co-rotating interaction regions1 (CIR) between Jupiter46

and the observer (Chenette et al. 1977).47

Electrons of Jovian origin have also been observed48

within the magnetospheres of other planets including49

the Earth (Baker et al. 1979) and Mercury (Baker 1986).50

This implies that electrons accelerated within the Jovian51

magnetosphere may seed these particles into the mag-52

netospheres of other planets within the solar system,53

potentially contributing to the Earth’s radiation belts54

(Baker et al. 1979) and becoming trapped within the55

Hermean system (Baker 1986). As a result, the contri-56

bution of Jovian electrons to other planetary systems57

1 The more general term “stream interaction region” (SIR) will be
used throughout this work to encompass both structures observed
to co-rotate and those not observed to co-rotate.
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is a rare example of a direct influence of one planet on58

another in our solar system.59

The transport of Jovian electrons has been studied60

extensively at 1 astronomical unit (au), out to ∼11 au61

by Pioneer 10 and 11 (Pyle & Simpson 1977), and as62

close as 0.5 au to the Sun with Mariner 10 (Eraker &63

Simpson 1979). A number of studies have shown that64

Jovian electron propagation is modulated by the pres-65

ence of SIRs in the interplanetary medium between the66

observing spacecraft and Jupiter (Conlon 1978). Con-67

lon & Simpson (1977) demonstrated that SIRs located68

between Jupiter and the observer act as “impenetrable69

barriers” to the propagation of Jovian electrons (see also70

Strauss et al. (2016)).71

Jovian electron energy spectra are typically observed72

to follow power law functions (dJ/dE = CE−γ) with73

larger portions of high energy particles (termed “hard”)74

and spectral indices in the range γ = 1.4 - 2 at energies75

.15 MeV (e.g., Eraker 1982; Moses 1987; Vogt et al.76

2018; Mewaldt et al. 1976; Baker et al. 1979). This range77

of spectral index was consistent as close to the Sun as 0.578

au where Eraker & Simpson (1979) reported a spectral79

index of ∼1.4 ± 0.06 using Mariner 10 measurements.80

In this letter, we present observations of Jovian elec-81

trons from the Parker Solar Probe (Fox et al. 2016) In-82

tegrated Science Investigation of the Sun (IS�IS) (Mc-83

Comas et al. 2016) high-energy Energetic Particle In-84

strument (EPI-Hi) (Wiedenbeck et al. 2017) as close as85

∼0.28 au from the Sun. These are the closest obser-86

vations of Jovian electrons to the Sun indicating that87

Jovian electrons propagate to very low heliocentric dis-88

tances without being strongly impeded by the outward89

moving solar wind. We present the characteristics of90

these enhancements, highlighting similarities and differ-91

ences compared with previously observed Jovian elec-92

tron enhancements, as well as a discussion of times93

in which Jovian electron enhancements at Parker So-94

lar Probe were expected, based on nominal connectivity95

to Jupiter, but not observed.96

2. INSTRUMENTATION97

EPI-Hi comprises three solid state detector (SSD) tele-98

scopes that measure energetic particles using a standard99

“dE/dx vs. total E” technique. Details of the EPI-100

Hi detectors are provided in McComas et al. (2016),101

Wiedenbeck et al. (2017) and Wiedenbeck et al. (2021).102

Electrons are distinguished from ions based on their lo-103

cation in dE/dx vs. residual energy space. EPI-Hi mea-104

sures electrons in the energy range ∼0.5 - 6 MeV. As105

electrons readily scatter within the detector, conversion106

from instrumental count rate to incident flux is calcu-107

lated using a response matrix technique utilizing Monte108

Carlo modeling of the instrumental response to elec-109

trons. These simulations were performed utilizing the110

Geant4 toolkit (Agostinelli et al. 2003) and will be the111

topic of a future publication.112

EPI-Lo is a time-of-flight mass spectrometer that uti-113

lizes an SSD in each of its eight instrumental segments114

(wedges) to measure electrons (McComas et al. 2016;115

Hill et al. 2017; Mitchell et al. 2021). Each electron116

SSD has a thin (∼ 3.2µm) aluminum flashing to sup-117

press low-energy ion signals. EPI-Lo measures electrons118

from ∼30 - 500 keV, such that the full energy range of119

electrons detectable by IS�IS is ∼30 keV to 6 MeV.120

3. OBSERVATIONS121

The observation of Jovian electrons by EPI-Hi was122

identified initially as a small (roughly factor of 2) but123

prolonged ∼5 day increase in the electron count rate124

without an accompanying enhancement in the ion count125

rates. Based on these features, small electron enhance-126

ments observed as the spacecraft exited Encounters127

(“Encounter” periods are defined as times during which128

the Parker Solar Probe spacecraft is within 0.25 au of129

the Sun) 7 and 9 in January and August 2021, re-130

spectively, were identified as candidate EPI-Hi Jovian131

electron observations. The enhancements are clearest132

at higher energies corresponding to particles stopping133

in deeper ranges of the EPI-Hi/High Energy Telescope134

(HET) SSD stack. These ranges have lower levels of135

background, allowing a clearer view of subtle features136

in the data. The ion data in both IS�IS instruments137

and the electron data in EPI-Lo showed no concurrent138

increase with the enhancement observed in the EPI-139

Hi electron channels, indicating that this enhancement140

was confined to higher energy electrons, as is commonly141

observed in Jovian electron measurements (Vogt et al.142

2018). The January and August 2021 time periods, in143

which the Jovian enhancements began at the end of the144

Encounter periods, are the only observed instances of a145

prolonged enhancement in the electron count rate with-146

out enhancements in the ion channels during the first147

eleven Parker Solar Probe solar encounters.148

A calculation of the connectivity between Parker Solar149

Probe and Jupiter along a nominal Parker Spiral, utiliz-150

ing the HelioPy software (Stansby et al. 2019), revealed151

a likely magnetic connection between the spacecraft and152

Jupiter during both time periods identified above. An153

example of the connection between the spacecraft and154

Jupiter along a Parker spiral for 20 August 2021, the155

onset of the observed 2021 August Jovian electron en-156

hancement, is shown in Fig. 1 using several solar wind157

speeds. Connectivity between the Parker Solar Probe158

spacecraft and Jupiter was calculated along a Parker159
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Spiral using a range of solar wind speeds from 360 to160

410 km/s throughout the mission and times of expected161

connectivity were compiled. The chosen range of so-162

lar wind speeds was based on monthly averages from163

the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) Solar Wind164

Electron, Proton, and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) (Mc-165

Comas et al. 1998) bulk solar wind velocity measure-166

ments at 1 au. Parker Solar Probe Solar Wind Electrons167

Alphas and Protons (SWEAP) (Kasper et al. 2016) solar168

wind velocities were also examined and showed signifi-169

cantly greater variability due to the range of solar radii170

at which the solar wind was sampled. ACE SWEPAM171

data were used to represent the relatively stable am-172

bient solar wind speed observed at more distant solar173

radii. Two thirds of the monthly average solar wind174

speeds from SWEPAM over the first 27 months of the175

Parker Solar Probe mission fell into the above range,176

indicating that these represented realistic typical con-177

ditions. A range of solar wind speeds, as opposed to178

a single average speed, was used to compensate for the179

fact that the speed used in this calculation is simply an180

estimate and will not be appropriate during all time pe-181

riods. As well, it may be unrealistic to assume that182

the solar wind speed remains constant from the Sun183

to Jupiter’s location at 5.2 au, though the average will184

likely be relatively constant (e.g. Collard et al. 1982).185

In addition to the uncertainty in the connection timing186

due to the variability in the solar wind speed, there is187

a contribution to the uncertainty from the effect of field188

line meandering (Jokipii & Parker 1969; Laitinen et al.189

2013) that makes the precise time period of connectiv-190

ity between Parker Solar Probe and Jupiter challeng-191

ing to calculate. A sense of the uncertainty related to192

field line meandering can be provided by a calculation193

of the systematic deviation of the observed interplane-194

tary magnetic field (IMF) winding angle from the Parker195

spiral expectation. Using the technique from Smith &196

Bieber (1991), ACE SWEPAM solar wind speeds and197

ACE Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) (Smith et al.198

1998) data for the times of nominal connectivity were199

used to calculate the observed IMF winding angle and200

expected winding angle during periods of nominal con-201

nectivity between Parker Solar Probe and Jupiter. From202

these calculations, we find a ∼ 22◦ deviation of the ob-203

served IMF winding angle compared with the expected204

winding angle. While this provides an estimate for the205

uncertainty, a more precise estimate would require mag-206

netic field and solar wind measurements just outside the207

Jovian magnetosphere. The Sub-Parker Spiral (Mur-208

phy et al. 2002; Schwadron 2002; Schwadron & McCo-209

mas 2005; Schwadron et al. 2021) provides more radial210

connections through rarefaction regions, enabling more211

direct electron transport through the inner heliosphere212

which may add additional uncertainty to the connectiv-213

ity time periods. The use of this range of solar wind214

speeds is intended to account for these uncertainties to215

calculate approximate time periods of connectivity.216

Figure 1. Connectivity diagram showing the connection
along a nominal Parker Spiral using a range of solar wind
speeds (blue - 360 km/s, green - 375 km/s, red - 410
km/s) between Parker Solar Probe and Jupiter for 2021 Aug.
20. Locations of Parker Solar Probe (PSP), Solar Orbiter
(SolO) and the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory A
(STEREO-A) are shown as diamonds. Numbers around the
edge indicate Heliocentric Earth Equatorial (HEEQ) longi-
tude.

The heliocentric distance of Parker Solar Probe as a217

function of time for the entire mission to date is shown218

in Fig. 2. The vertical red boxes in that figure show the219

time periods of nominal connectivity between the space-220

craft and Jupiter using the technique described above,221

where the width of the boxes represent the result of us-222

ing the range of solar wind speeds. As evidenced by Fig.223

2, we presently expect Parker Solar Probe to be con-224

nected to Jupiter each time the spacecraft comes out of225

Encounter, providing the possibility of Jovian electron226

observations by IS�IS in each spacecraft orbit.227

Early in the Parker Solar Probe mission (i.e. prior228

to 2021), this calculation yielded a connection time be-229

tween the spacecraft and Jupiter of 6-7 days on average.230

During 2021, however, the calculated connection time231

between the spacecraft and Jupiter grew to 8-10 days232

on average due to the changing orbital parameters as233

the mission progresses (this is reflected by the increas-234

ing width of the red boxes in Fig. 2). In contrast, the235
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same calculation performed at Earth results in nominal236

connection times of ∼54 days on average.237

Figure 2. Parker Solar Probe heliocentric distance as a
function of time. Vertical red boxes denote time periods
in which the spacecraft is expected to be magnetically con-
nected to Jupiter along a nominal Parker Spiral using a solar
wind speed range of 360-410 km/s (width of the boxes is due
to the range of solar wind speeds used in the calculation).
Times when the spacecraft is less than 0.25 au from the Sun
(shown as the horizontal black line) are solar encounter pe-
riods.

The EPI-Hi/HET ∼0.9 - 5.7 MeV electron count rate,238

with solar energetic particle (SEP) events removed, was239

examined for the entire mission. SEP events were identi-240

fied as times in which daily averages of the EPI-Hi/HET241

proton count rates in the energy range ∼6.7-19 MeV242

were elevated above typical statistical fluctuations (2σ243

above the mean quiet time count rate produced a thresh-244

old of ∼ 1 × 10−3 counts/sec). A more conservative245

measure of 0.9 counts/sec average was used to ensure246

removal of SEP enhancements. Days prior to SEP en-247

hancements were also removed to account for the early248

arrival of electrons compared with ions. Fig. 3 shows249

daily averages of the EPI-Hi/HET electron count rate250

time series throughout the year 2021 in the energy range251

0.9-5.7 MeV. The vertical red boxes mark time periods252

of nominal connectivity of Parker Solar Probe to Jupiter.253

The horizontal blue dashed line shows the average count254

rate over this time period. The first (∼DOY 25) and255

third (∼DOY 230) time periods in which the spacecraft256

is expected to be connected to Jupiter have clear en-257

hancements above background near the time of expected258

connectivity based on the range of solar wind speeds259

used. A Gaussian fit of the 2021 HET electron count260

rate daily averages was used to estimate the significance261

of the enhancements in the January and August time pe-262

riods. The clearest enhancement in August (∼DOY 230)263

is characterized by three daily averages in a row with264

greater than 6σ enhancements above the mean of the fit.265

The January time period (∼DOY 25) with a smaller en-266

hancement had three days in a row with a greater than267

3σ enhancement above the mean. The rarity of this268

significance level of enhancement, in conjunction with269

the fact that these enhancements took place on consecu-270

tive days clearly demonstrates that while these enhance-271

ments are smaller than typical SEP electron events, they272

are unlikely to be random statistical fluctuations. The273

second and fourth periods of expected connectivity near274

DOY 125 and DOY 330, respectively, appear to have275

small enhancements above background that may be due276

to Jovian electrons. However, as they are not as clear277

as those on DOY 25 and 230, we focus our attention on278

the larger enhancements.279

Figure 3. EPI-Hi/HET daily averaged 0.9 - 5.7 MeV elec-
tron time series throughout 2021. Times of nominal connec-
tivity between Parker Solar Probe and Jupiter are marked by
the vertical red boxes. Horizontal blue dashed line denotes
the mean count rate during this time period.

Fig. 4 shows daily averages of the high energy elec-280

tron time series over the entire mission to the time of281

writing. Vertical red boxes again denote time periods282

in which the spacecraft is expected to be connected to283

Jupiter while vertical blue boxes mark days in which284

SIRs were identified in the Parker Solar Probe SIR/CIR285

list2 (Allen et al. 2020). The data gap during the end286

of 2019 into the beginning of 2020 was a time period in287

which EPI-Hi was not taking measurements in order to288

investigate an instrumental anomaly. The abrupt dis-289

continuity in count rate approximately halfway through290

2019 is due to an instrument commanding that modi-291

fied the criteria used to identify electron signals. There292

2 https://sppgway.jhuapl.edu/Event Lists/SIR CIR List PSP.csv

https://sppgway.jhuapl.edu/Event_Lists/SIR_CIR_List_PSP.csv
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are no obvious Jovian electron events identified in the293

EPI-Hi data other than those mentioned above in 2021294

January and August. The first period of connectivity in295

2022 may contain a Jovian electron enhancement, how-296

ever, it occurs between two SEP events, thus limiting297

the ability to carefully study this possible enhancement.298

Figure 4. EPI-Hi HET daily averaged 0.9 - 5.7 MeV elec-
tron count rates throughout the entire mission to the time
of writing. Vertical red boxes indicate periods of nominal
connectivity between Parker Solar Probe and Jupiter. Blue
vertical boxes indicate times in which IS�IS observed SIRs.

Energy spectra were generated for the time periods in299

which Jovian electrons were observed and a pre-event300

background was subtracted to isolate the spectrum of301

the Jovian electrons. As it has the largest enhancement302

above background, the spectrum for the 2021 August303

time period is used to infer the spectral characteristics304

of Jovian electron measurements by EPI-Hi at these so-305

lar radii (Fig. 5). Both HET-A and HET-B exhibit306

power-law spectra with spectral indices of ∼2.0 in the307

HET energy range with the most reliable response. En-308

ergy bins at the borders of instrumental response are309

omitted due to known instabilities in the response ma-310

trix technique at these energies.311

4. DISCUSSION312

Previous observations of Jovian electrons at 1 au show313

increases in the electron rates that can last for months314

at a time and recur on a 13 month basis, in agreement315

with Jupiter’s synodic period and connectivity with the316

Earth. The observed IS�IS Jovian electron enhance-317

ments are much briefer (less than 1 week in duration)318

than those observed by other instruments. These dif-319

ferences are supported by the much greater orbital ve-320

locity of Parker Solar Probe than the Earth and are321

exemplified by the above calculation in which the nomi-322

Figure 5. Background-subtracted average differential inten-
sity spectrum measured by IS�IS/EPI-Hi/HET during the
most pronounced Jovian electron enhancement observed to
date (2021 August 19 - 22 inclusive). “HET-A” and “HET-
B” indicate the two ends of the double-ended HET telescope.
Spectrum is fit in the energy range ∼0.9-5.2 MeV.

nal connection time of Parker Solar Probe was less than323

10 days compared with 54 days at Earth. Coming out324

of encounter at 0.25 au, the Parker Solar Probe space-325

craft has a velocity of approximately ∼60 km/s (roughly326

double the Earth’s speed in its orbit) and changes he-327

liolongitude much more quickly than the Earth (∼2-5328

degrees per day compared with ∼1 degree per day at329

Earth), hence the much briefer period of magnetic con-330

nection between Parker Solar Probe and Jupiter. Parker331

Solar Probe’s highly elliptical orbit shape (eccentricity332

∼0.88) likely also plays a key role in the brevity of these333

Jovian electron enhancements compared with the Earth334

(eccentricity 0.0167).335

As shown in Fig. 4, EPI-Hi did not observe a clear Jo-336

vian electron enhancement until the beginning of 2021337

despite five earlier time periods in which Parker Solar338

Probe was nominally magnetically connected to Jupiter339

and EPI-Hi was operating. This lack of clear Jovian340

electron enhancements during earlier periods of connec-341

tivity may be due to the presence of SIRs in the inter-342

planetary medium between the spacecraft and Jupiter.343

Fig. 4 shows that SIRs were observed by IS�IS prior to344

most time periods in which we would expect to observe345

a Jovian electron enhancement. Due to the brief interval346

of expected connectivity, an SIR between the spacecraft347

and Jupiter can result in an absent Jovian electron en-348

hancement, as opposed to the typical interrupted Jovian349

electron enhancements observed by Earth-based space-350

craft which remain connected to Jupiter for a far longer351

time interval (Chenette 1980).352

While the correlation between the absent Jovian elec-353

tron enhancements and the SIR-associated enhance-354
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ments observed by IS�IS prior to connectivity between355

the spacecraft and Jupiter appears a likely contributor356

to the absence of these enhancements, previous studies357

of periods in which expected Jovian electron enhance-358

ments were absent from other instruments have postu-359

lated that the cause is in fact modulation of the Jo-360

vian electron source (Kanekal et al. 2003; Morioka &361

Tsuchiya 1996).362

In addition to the postulated causes for the absence363

of expected Jovian electron enhancements observed by364

IS�IS, we have also investigated the possibility that the365

Parker Solar Probe spacecraft and Jupiter lying on op-366

posite sides of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) may367

play a role in the modulation of Jovian electrons. The368

HCS may serve as an obstacle to electron transport such369

that an observer located on the opposite side of the370

HCS from Jupiter may not observe a Jovian electron371

enhancement even when otherwise in a region of nomi-372

nal connectivity (e.g. Smith 1990; Battarbee et al. 2017;373

Pezzi et al. 2021). Fig. 6 shows a time series of the374

EPI-Hi/HET-A electron count rate in the top panel and375

the radial component of the magnetic field as measured376

by the Parker Solar Probe Electromagnetic Fields In-377

vestigation (FIELDS) magnetometers (Bale et al. 2016)378

in the bottom panel (Fränz & Harper 2002). The Jo-379

vian electron enhancement observed by HET-A is book-380

ended by the spacecraft crossing the HCS and entering381

a positive IMF polarity on DOY 229 and crossing back382

into a negative IMF polarity on DOY 234 (indicated383

by grey shaded regions in both panels). WSA-ENLIL384

modeling (Odstrcil et al. 2020) performed by the NASA385

Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) in-386

dicates that during this time period, Jupiter was likely387

in a positive IMF polarity, in agreement with the no-388

tion that Jovian electrons are unable to reach Parker389

Solar Probe when the spacecraft is on the opposite side390

of the HCS from Jupiter. Investigation of several other391

time periods indicate that this may be at least a con-392

tributing factor when IS�IS does not observe Jovian393

electron enhancements. The brevity of the connection394

times between Parker Solar Probe and Jupiter may also395

contribute to effects from the HCS. If the magnetic con-396

nection is long compared with a solar rotation (as it is397

at Earth), both Jupiter and the observer would likely398

sample both sides of the HCS during a given connection399

time period such that both bodies would likely lie on400

the same side of the HCS for at least a portion of the401

time period of connection. However, if the connection402

duration is short compared with a solar rotation, it is403

possible that only one side of the HCS is sampled by the404

observer, which may or may not be on the same side as405

Jupiter. Further study is required to fully understand406

whether these absent events are due to impediment from407

SIRs or the HCS, modulation of the source, short con-408

nection time periods, or perhaps a separate mechanism409

(e.g. the sub-Parker spiral) due to Parker Solar Probe’s410

close proximity to the Sun at the time of connectivity.411

Figure 6. Example that may indicate that Jovian elec-
trons are modulated by the HCS. The top panel shows
IS�IS/EPI-Hi/HET-A electron count rates during the time
period around the observed 2021 August Jovian electron en-
hancement. The bottom panel shows the radial component
of the magnetic field measured by FIELDS. Jovian electrons
are not observed prior to DOY 229 when Parker Solar Probe
crosses the HCS, going from a region of negative IMF polar-
ity to positive IMF polarity (grey shaded region). The Jovian
electron enhancement ends at the time when the spacecraft
crosses the HCS to re-enter a negative IMF polarity region.

During the 2021 August Jovian electron enhancement412

observed by EPI-Hi, the HET-A and HET-B average413

intensity spectra were fit well with a spectral index of414

2.08 ± 0.253 and 1.92 ± 0.106, respectively, after back-415

ground subtraction to isolate the Jovian electron com-416

ponent. This spectral index is comparable to previously417

reported spectral indices at 1 au of the Sun. That said,418

Eraker & Simpson (1979) reported a very hard spectrum419

with a spectral index of 1.41 ± 0.06 at 0.5 au for a 16420

day time period in 1974 in which Mariner 10 observed a421

Jovian electron enhancement. This is the measurement422

with the most comparable solar distance to the observa-423

tions in the present work. A physical interpretation of424

this difference could be that higher energy Jovian elec-425

trons do not propagate in as far to the Sun, producing a426

relatively steeper observed spectrum. This goes against427

intuition of electron transport processes, as one would428

generally expect to observe harder spectra as the ob-429

server approaches the Sun due to increased scattering430

of lower-energy electrons and adiabatic energy changes.431

Future measurements of Jovian electrons by IS�IS are432
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required to begin truly characterizing the Jovian elec-433

tron spectrum at these solar distances and determine if434

this softer spectrum is a systematic feature of the trans-435

port of Jovian electrons closer than previously measured436

or simply an individual anomaly of this particular time437

period.438

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION439

In this work, we identified periods of prolonged quiet440

time increases in the IS�IS/EPI-Hi electron count rates441

and argued that these enhancements are likely the first442

observations of Jovian electrons as close as 0.28 au from443

the Sun. We noted that the duration of the enhance-444

ments observed by EPI-Hi are much briefer than those445

studied by Earth-orbiting spacecraft due to the high446

speed and orbital eccentricity of Parker Solar Probe.447

We also discussed the absence of a clear Jovian elec-448

tron enhancement observed by EPI-Hi during several of449

the periods of nominal magnetic connection and postu-450

lated that this may be due to modulation of the Jovian451

electrons by SIRs located between the spacecraft and452

Jupiter. Other potential causes for these absent events453

include a change in the Jovian electron source, modula-454

tion by the presence of the HCS between Parker Solar455

Probe and Jupiter, brevity of magnetic connectivity be-456

tween the spacecraft and Jupiter, or an as yet uniden-457

tified effect from Parker Solar Probe’s close proximity458

to the Sun during times of connectivity. The evidence459

that Jovian electrons may be modulated by the HCS460

is a unique observation which may indicate a greater461

importance of the HCS in the modulation of energetic462

particles near the Sun than observed at 1 AU (Pezzi463

et al. 2021). It is also possible that multiple effects con-464

tribute to these absent Jovian electron events. We ex-465

amined the Jovian electron spectrum during the largest466

enhancement observed and find that it is in the range of467

previously reported spectral indices from other instru-468

ments (1.4 - 2), though on the soft end of that range.469

These observations are noteworthy as they mark the470

closest observation of electrons of Jovian origin to the471

Sun, indicating that this population can propagate into472

these low solar distances without being inhibited by the473

outward moving solar wind. These observations are also474

significant in their temporal, and possibly spectral, dif-475

ferences compared with previous observations of Jovian476

electrons. Observations of Jovian electrons at these so-477

lar distances provide novel opportunites to study the478

influence of solar proximity and magnetic connection to479

the Jovian source for energetic-particle transport models480

(e.g. Strauss et al. 2011).481

The Jovian electron observations presented in this482

work also provide valuable information to aid in the483

study of particle transport mechanisms. In particular,484

Jovian electrons are often utilized as test particles by the485

energetic particle transport modeling community to es-486

timate parallel and perpendicular diffusion coefficients487

and compare these estimates with theoretical predic-488

tions. Despite decades of study, models often arrive489

at highly variable values for diffusion coefficients (e.g.490

Engelbrecht et al. 2022). IS�IS observations of Jo-491

vian electrons from the inner heliosphere will constrain492

model-based estimates of energetic electron diffusion co-493

efficients and yield additional insights to electron trans-494

port in this previously unexplored region.495

The present observations also leave us with outstand-496

ing questions. While a transport barrier from SIRs in497

the interplanetary medium seems a likely explanation498

for the lack of observations of Jovian electrons earlier in499

the mission due to the large number of SIRs observed500

and the well-established modulation of Jovian electrons501

by SIRs, it is possible that there are other factors that502

should be considered, several of which have been postu-503

lated above. It remains to be seen whether the softness504

of the observed spectrum compared with other measure-505

ments (particularly those at 0.5 au) is a statistical arti-506

fact or a clue to the transport physics at play as Jovian507

electrons propagate into the inner heliosphere. Future508

comparisons of Jovian electron enhancements at Parker509

Solar Probe, Solar Orbiter, and 1 au spacecraft will al-510

low the temporal, longitudinal, and radial examination511

of these enhancements. Fortunately, the nominal mag-512

netic connectivity of Parker Solar Probe to Jupiter with513

each orbit means there will likely be many opportunities514

to shed light on these questions in future orbits.515
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